
  

Cleveland Classical Guitar Society: 
Raphaël Feuillâtre at Plymouth (Oct. 5) 
 
by Daniel Hathaway 

 
Concluding a week-long residency, 
23-year-old French guitarist Raphaël 
Feuillâtre played the opening concert 
of the Cleveland Classical Guitar 
Society’s International Series on 
Saturday evening, October 5. His 
program of works by Paraguayan, 
Spanish, French, Cuban, Brazilian, 
and Russian composers — some 
written for the instrument, some 
transcribed — covered a broad range 
of styles and introduced one of the 
bright young lights of the guitar 

world to a good-sized audience in Plymouth Church. 
 
Guitarists often fiddle with their stated repertoire, swapping out or changing the order 
of pieces in the printed program. Feuillâtre began by adding — without 
announcement — the “Preludio” from La Catedral to his opening set: Agustín 
Barrios Mangoré’s Valse and Mazurka Appassionata.  
 
The absence of applause after the Mangoré pieces suggested that the audience was 
confused about what they were listening to, but Miguel Llobet’s Variations on a 
theme of Sor followed immediately and got everyone on the same page.  
 
Feuillâtre brought wistfulness and an improvisatory feeling to the Mangoré set, and 
dazzled in the Llobet with his fluent, scampering scales and passagework. Although 
his soft playing became nearly inaudible at times, the guitarist has a charming way of 
drawing listeners to the edge of their seats. 
 
Three transcriptions by Michel Grizard of Jean-Philippe Rameau harpsichord pieces 
gave Feuillâtre further opportunities to demonstrate his amazing technique. Les 
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Sauvages, Les tendres plaintes, and Le rappel des oiseaux are character pieces full of 
agréements — ornaments — which the guitarist tossed off with savoir faire. 
 
In place of Leo Brouwer’s La Gran Sarabanda, Feuillâtre began the second half of 
his program with Alfonsina y el mar, a popular Argentine song by Ariel Ramírez 
arranged by one of the guitarist’s teachers, Roland Dyens. 
 
Sérgio Assad’s Aquarelle or “water colors,” an impressionistic, three-movement 
work that explores a range of emotions, was written as a required competition piece 
for the Guitar Foundation of America. As intended, it puts the performer through a 
musical obstacle course from which Feuillâtre emerged triumphant. 
 
Chatting with the audience and apologizing — unnecessarily — for his accent, 
Raphaël Feuillâtre grouped his final three pieces together: Villa-Lobos’ Prélude 5, a 
moody homage to social life, and arrangements by Antoine Fougeray of Scriabin’s 
Prélude pour la main gauche and Rachmaninoff’s very pianistic Prélude en Sol min. 
The guitarist dispatched them with éclat — using both hands for the Scriabin — and 
earned a big ovation. Bounding back onstage, he returned the favor with Roland 
Dyens’ ebullient Clown Down. 
 

 
 
Among his educational outreach activities during the Cleveland residency, Raphaël 
Feuillâtre coached one of the Guitar Society’s flagship students, Damian Goggins, 
who opened for him on Saturday with a confident and stylish performance of José 
Luís Merlin’s “Joropo” from Suite del Recuerdo.  
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